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The Pioneer Woman Cooks
With more than a million copies sold, the cookbook phenomenon (previously published as
Thug Kitchen Eat Like You Give a F*ck: The Official Cookbook) that inspired people to eat
some goddamn vegetables and adopt a healthier lifestyle. Bad Manners started their wildly
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popular website to show everyone how to take charge of their plates and cook up some real
f*cking food. Now beloved by millions, their first cookbook has become a must-have in every
kitchen. Yeah, plenty of blogs and cookbooks preach about eating "clean," why ginger fights
inflammation, and how to cook with only the most expensive super foods. But they are dull or
pretentious as hell--and most people can't afford the hype. Bad Manners lives in the real world.
It offers more than 100 recipes for their best-loved meals, snacks and sides for beginning
cooks to home chefs. (Roasted Beer and Lime Cauliflower Tacos? Pumpkin Chili? Grilled
Peach Salsa? Believe that sh*t.) Plus this cookbook arms you with all the info and techniques
you need to shop on a budget and get comfortable in the kitchen. Bad Manners is an invitation
to everyone who wants to do better to elevate their kitchen game. No more ketchup and pizza
counting as vegetables. No more drive-thru lines. No more avoiding the produce corner of the
supermarket. Sh*t is about to get real.

Best Cookies (Saveur)
A veritable around-the-world of soup recipes, all scaled down to feed one, two, or a few. From
Rainy Day Tomato Bisque with Mini Grilled Cheese Sandwiches to Tuscan White Bean Soup
with Sage, the recipes in this innovative collection will sustain and nourish home chefs the way
the best homemade soups should. The number of ingredients is modest and the techniques
are easy, but the resulting dishes are nothing less than spectacular. The way Joanna Pruess
cooks for two doesn’t mean you’re left with lots of half-empty containers cluttering your
refrigerator shelves. In every case, from Mom’s Chicken Noodle to Swiss Chard, Potato, and
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Sausage, these soups require ingredients that can be easily procured in small portions. Try
them all!

Fresh from Poland
How to cook French Cuisine.

Braises and Stews
Remember those tantalizing smells coming from Grandma's kitchen as she made her
treasured, slow-cooked meals? Braises and Stews, brings modern convenience and style to
good old-fashioned comfort food. Organized by main ingredient, this handy cookbook dishes
up the secrets for making such savory one-pot meals as Classic Pot Roast or Pub Short Ribs.
Lighter fare like Coq au Vin prepared with white wine or a Roman-inspired Spring Stew of
Favas, Artichokes, and Fresh Peas will appeal to those with smaller appetites. Why stew over
dinner when there are so many tasty options to throw in the pot?

New England Soup Factory Cookbook
Finally available in paperback, Saveur Cooks Authentic Italian takes a new generation of
readers into the kitchens of Italy to sample pasta and risotto made the right way, fish and
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shellfish dishes redolent of the sea, hearty treatments of meat and game, and tempting
desserts. Along the way, the traditions behind this wonderful cuisine are revealed, from a
seafood feast with a Venetian fishmonger to the secrets behind pesto in Genoa. Readers will
enjoy a lasagna-making lesson in Bologna and learn the lore of white beans in Tuscany.
Featuring award-winning writing, hundreds ofstunning color photographs, and more than 120
recipes, here is a celebration of the world's best-loved cuisine.

Saveur Cooks Authentic French
In the Arabian Gulf, just east of Saudi Arabia and across the sea from Iran, the kitchens of
Oman are filled with the enticing, mysterious aroma of a spice bazaar: musky black limes,
earthy cloves, warming cinnamon, cumin, and coriander all play against the comforting scent of
simmering basmati rice. Beyond these kitchens, the rocky crags of Jabal Akhdar tower, palm
trees sway along the coast of Salalah, sand dunes ripple across Sharqiyah, and the calls to
prayer echo from minarets throughout urban Muscat. In The Food of Oman, American food
writer Felicia Campbell invites readers to journey with her into home kitchens, beachside
barbeques, royal weddings, and humble teashops. Discover with her the incredible diversity of
flavors and cultures in the tiny Sultanate of Oman. Omani cuisine is rooted in a Bedouin culture
of hospitality—using whatever is on hand to feed a wandering stranger or a crowd of friends—and
is infused with the rich bounty of interloping seafarers and overland Arabian caravan traders
who, over the centuries, brought with them the flavors of East Africa, Persia, Asia, and beyond.
In Oman, familiar ingredients mingle in exciting new ways: Zanzibari biryani is scented with
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rosewater and cloves, seafood soup is enlivened with hot red pepper and turmeric, green
bananas are spiked with lime, green chili, and coconut. The recipes in The Food of Oman offer
cooks a new world of flavors, techniques, and inspiration, while the lush photography and
fascinating stories provide an introduction to the culture of a people whose adventurous
palates and deep love of feeding and being fed gave rise to this unparalleled cuisine.

Saveur Cooks Authentic Italian
More than 350 recipes from all fifteen republics of the Soviet Union offer samples of the
country's vast diversity--from the robust foods of the Baltic states, to the delicate pilafs of
Azerbaijan

Saveur: The New Classics Cookbook
No, there is no chicken stock in this soup. What you'll find here is page after glorious page of
the loveliest, most delicious soups and stews—each and every one entirely vegetarian.
Brimming with international flavors, Paulette Mitchell's easy-to-follow recipes are paired with
unique accompaniments, garnishes, and toppings that add tremendous visual appeal. Witness
hearty Pumpkin Stew baked and served in a pumpkin shell; classic onion soup updated with
crunchy goat cheese toasts; and Spicy Sweet Potato Ancho Bisque swirled with bright Roasted
Red Pepper Cream. From Mediterranean Saffron Stew to Greek Spinach and Orzo Soup,
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these colorful dishes are simple enough for every day, yet sophisticated enough for elegant
dinner parties. Instructions for making tasty vegetable stock from scratch, a selection of
delicious vegan soups, and a helpful "tips" section make this gorgeous cookbook an important
addition to any kitchen where good food and good health are on the menu.

New German Cooking
The blogger behind the Saveur award-winning blog The First Mess shares her eagerly
anticipated debut cookbook, featuring more than 125 beautifully prepared seasonal whole-food
recipes. Home cooks head to The First Mess for Laura Wright’s simple-to-prepare seasonal
vegan recipes but stay for her beautiful photographs and enchanting storytelling. In her debut
cookbook, Wright presents a visually stunning collection of heirloom-quality recipes highlighting
the beauty of the seasons. Her 125 produce-forward recipes showcase the best each season
has to offer and, as a whole, demonstrate that plant-based wellness is both accessible and
delicious. Wright grew up working at her family’s local food market and vegetable patch in
southern Ontario, where fully stocked root cellars in the winter and armfuls of fresh produce in
the spring and summer were the norm. After attending culinary school and working for one of
Canada’s original local food chefs, she launched The First Mess at the urging of her friends in
order to share the delicious, no-fuss, healthy, seasonal meals she grew up eating, and she
quickly attracted a large, international following. The First Mess Cookbook is filled with more of
the exquisitely prepared whole-food recipes and Wright’s signature transporting, magical
photography. With recipes for every meal of the day, such as Fluffy Whole Grain Pancakes,
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Romanesco Confetti Salad with Meyer Lemon Dressing, Roasted Eggplant and Olive
Bolognese, and desserts such as Earl Grey and Vanilla Bean Tiramisu, The First Mess
Cookbook is a must-have for any home cook looking to prepare nourishing plant-based meals
with the best the seasons have to offer.

Food Culture in Russia and Central Asia
More than 100 of the best soup recipes Boston has to offer accompanied by fun stories and
beautiful full-color photography. Marjorie Druker is passionate about soups. She fell in love
with soups when she first heard the story Stone Soup. After attending Johnston & Whales,
Marjorie created the menu for the popular Boston Market restaurant chain, and soups were
always her favorite. "My niche is taking what people like to eat and turning it into a soup," she
says. The New England Soup Factory restaurant has won the Best of Boston award four times.
People skip school to eat their soups. A pregnant in labor stopped by the restaurant on the way
to the hospital to satisfy a last-minute craving. New England Soup Factory soups are like no
other soups. And now you can recreate these delicious soups in your own home. The New
England Soup Factory Cookbook contains 100 of Boston's best-tasting traditional and creative
soup recipes. The book also includes a chapter on sandwiches and salads to accompany such
soups as . . . New England Clam Chowder Wild Mushroom and Barley Soup Curried Crab and
Coconut Soup Raspberry-Nectarine Gazpacho Cucumber-Buttermilk Soup
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The Book of Latin American Cooking
Washington Post Bestseller! — Jenn Segal’s Family-Friendly Healthy Cookbook If you’re a fan
of Chrissy Teigen, Skinnytaste, Pioneer Woman, or Oh She Glows cookbooks, you’ll love
Once Upon a Chef Become the favorite family chef: Once upon a time Jenn Segal went to
culinary school and worked in fancy restaurants. One marriage and two kids later she created
Once Upon a Chef, the popular blog that applies her tried-and-true chef skills with delicious,
fresh, and approachable ingredients for family-friendly meals. In Jenn's book she shares 100
recipes that will up your kitchen game while surprising you with their ease. With the authority of
a professional chef and the practicality of a busy working mom, Jenn teaches you to improve
your cooking one recipe at a time, with helpful tips on topics such as how to season correctly
with salt, how to balance flavors, and how to make the most of leftovers. The healthy cookbook
for every meal of the day: Breakfast favorites like Maple, Coconut & Blueberry Granola and
Savory Ham & Cheese Waffles Simple soups, salads, and sandwiches for ideal lunches (try
the Fiery Roasted Tomato Soup paired with Smoked Gouda & Pesto Grilled Cheese
Sandwiches) Entrées the whole family will love like Buttermilk Fried Chicken Tenders Tasty
treats for those casual get-togethers like Buttery Cajun Popcorn and Sweet, Salty & Spicy
Pecans Go-to sweets such as Toffee Almond Sandies and a Classic Chocolate Lover's
Birthday Cake If you have used recipes from Magnolia Table or Smitten Kitchen, you will want
to own Once Upon a Chef: Flip through the pages of this book, and you'll want to make every
recipe—whether it's an easy family dinner your kids will love, an indulgent dessert for someone
special, or fun cocktails and appetizers for your friends. This is the book you'll turn to again and
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again, and with Jenn by your side in the kitchen, every meal will taste like the best night out!

Please to the Table
The most important, consulted, and enjoyed Italian cookbook of all time, from the woman who
introduced Americans to a whole new world of Italian food. Essentials of Italian Cooking is a
culinary bible for anyone looking to master the art of Italian cooking, bringing together Marcella
Hazan’s most beloved books, The Classic Italian Cook Book and More Classic Italian Cooking,
in a single volume, updated and expanded with new entries and 50 new recipes. Designed as
a basic manual for cooks of all levels of expertise—from beginners to accomplished
professionals—it offers both an accessible and comprehensive guide to techniques and
ingredients and a collection of the most delicious recipes from the Italian repertoire. As home
cooks who have used Marcella’s classic books for years (and whose copies are now splattered
and worn) know, there is no one more gifted at teaching us just what we need to know about
the taste and texture of a dish and how to achieve it, and there is no one more passionate and
inspiring about authentic Italian food.

Soup for Two: Small-Batch Recipes for One, Two or a Few
The Food Lab: Better Home Cooking Through Science
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Thick and thin, hot and cold, complex and simple — here are soups for every appetite and
occasion. A master chef and co-founder of Gourmet magazine presents more than 700
outstanding recipes for bisques, chowders, consommés, and other soups

Once Upon a Chef, the Cookbook
From peak-season tomatoes to pastas and pizzas, recipes from the heart of Italy guaranteed
to please the body and the soul. From the editors of America’s favorite culinary magazine,
comes the new iconic Italian cookbook. Saveur: Italian Comfort Food features 100 recipes from
the magazine’s archives and editors. Each fantastic recipe is paired with gorgeous full-color
photography, sidebars, and more to celebrate this favorite cuisine. Dishes from up and down
the boot include Tomato Bruschetta with Olives & Basil, Mozzarella with Grilled Lemon Leaves,
Bread & Tomato Soup, Farro Gnocchi with Pork Ragù, Veal & Spinach Lasagna, Spaghetti
with Spicy Crab Sauce, Potato & Rosemary Pizza Rustica, Classic Meatballs, Porchetta, Pine
Nut Cookies, Bourbon Panna Cotta, and more. With classic and brand-new recipes, this
cookbook presents the flavors, ingredients and techniques you need for Italian comfort food.
This masterful selection illuminates Saveur’s authority, heritage, and culinary wealth.

The First Mess Cookbook
The ideal companion to Flour—Joanne Chang's beloved first cookbook—Flour, too includes the
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most-requested savory fare to have made her four cafés Boston's favorite stops for breakfast,
lunch, and dinner. Here are 100 gratifying recipes for easy at-home eating and entertaining
from brunch treats to soups, pizzas, pasta, and, of course, Flour's famous cakes, tarts, and
other sweet goodies. More than 50 glorious color photographs by Michael Harlan Turkell take
the viewer inside the warm, cozy cafés; into the night pastry kitchen; and demonstrate the
beauty of this delicious food. With a variety of recipes for all skill levels, this mouthwatering
collection is a substantial addition to any home cook's bookshelf.

Saveur Cooks Authentic Italian
With this warm & hearty collection of recipes, you'll never wonder what's for dinner again.

Our Favorite Soup & Sandwich Recipes
Souping is a new way to cleanse and detoxify the body. Compared to juicing and juice
cleansing, which are both high in sugar and less satisfying than soup, souping combines the
health benefits of whole foods and a wide array of soups (hot and cold) for a more satisfying
and healthier way to cleanse and detoxify the body, lose weight, boost energy, and much
more. Souping is a new cookbook that is packed with over 100 delicious and incredibly healthy
soup recipes that can be eaten on the go, along with unique cleansing programs for losing
weight, detoxifying the body, improving hair and skin, boosting immunity, boosting energy, and
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improving overall health. You will learn to make satisfying soups that use whole ingredients,
and to follow programs that range from one to seven days, while never offering the same menu
twice. The recipes include hot and cold soups, as well as soups that are savory, sweet, filling,
energizing, refreshing, and calming. Each recipe is simple to make and includes step-by-step
instructions for making and storing each soup, the nutritional breakdown, and an explanation of
the health benefits of the key ingredients of each soup. Cleansing plans include day-by-day
menus using a breakfast, lunch, and dinner format.

A Gentleman in Moscow
The Soup Book
Authentically Polish. All vegetarian. There’s so much more to Polish food than kielbasa and
schnitzel: Poland is home to beautiful fruits, vegetables, and grains—and a rich cooking tradition
that makes the most of them. In Fresh from Poland, Saveur award winner Michał Korkosz
celebrates recipes from his mother and grandmother—with modern, personal touches and
gorgeous photos that capture his passion for cooking. Vegetables are his stars, but Michał
doesn’t shy away from butter, flour, and sugar; the ingredients that make food—and life—more
rozkoszny (delightful)! The result? Over eighty comforting dishes for every occasion. Indulgent
breakfasts: Brown Butter Scrambled Eggs; Apple Fritters; Buckwheat Blini with Sour Cream
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and Pickled Red Onion Hearty vegetarian mains: Barley Risotto with Asparagus, Cider, and
Goat Cheese; Potato Fritters with Rosemary and Horseradish Sauce; Stuffed Tomatoes with
Millet, Cinnamon, and Almonds Breathtaking baked goods: Sourdough Rye Bread; Sweet
Blueberry Buns with Streusel; Honey Cake with Prunes and Sour Cream Pierogi of all kinds:
From savory Spinach, Goat Cheese, and Salted Almonds to sweet Plums and CinnamonHoney Butter These satisfying recipes will make you feel right at home—wherever you’re from!

Super Easy Soups and Stews
My name is Ree. Some folks know me as The Pioneer Woman. After years of living in Los
Angeles, I made a pit stop in my hometown in Oklahoma on the way to a new, exciting life in
Chicago. It was during my stay at home that I met Marlboro Man, a mysterious cowboy with
steely blue eyes and a muscular, work-honed body. A strict vegetarian, I fell hard and fast, and
before I knew it we were married and living on his ranch in the middle of nowhere, taking care
of animals, and managing a brood of four young children. I had no idea how I'd wound up
there, but I knew it was exactly where I belonged. The Pioneer Woman Cooks is a homespun
collection of photography, rural stories, and scrumptious recipes that have defined my
experience in the country. I share many of the delicious cowboy-tested recipes I've learned to
make during my years as an accidental ranch wife—including Rib-Eye Steak with Whiskey
Cream Sauce, Lasagna, Fried Chicken, Patsy's Blackberry Cobbler, and Cinnamon Rolls—not
to mention several "cowgirl-friendly" dishes, such as Sherried Tomato Soup, Olive Cheese
Bread, and CrÈme BrÛlÉe. I show my recipes in full color, step-by-step detail, so it's as easy
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as pie to follow along. You'll also find colorful images of rural life: cows, horses, country kids,
and plenty of chaps-wearing cowboys. I hope you get a kick out of this book of mine. I hope it
makes you smile. I hope the recipes bring you recognition, accolades, and marriage proposals.
And I hope it encourages even the most harried urban cook to slow down, relish the joys of
family, nature, and great food, and enjoy life.

Real Stew
From the editors of America’s favorite culinary magazine, Easy Mexican showcases more than
30 recipes for authentic classics, from guacamole and salsas to enchiladas and ceviche. Learn
to prepare simple, traditional Mexican fare—and create dishes that yield deeply flavorful results
using easy recipes and items you likely have on hand. Easy Mexican also includes guides to
key ingredients like chiles and tortillas, Mexican wines and mescal, step-by-steps, and more,
making it an indispensable guide you’ll turn to time and again. Offering authentic, from-thesource recipes for Mexican classics, this title is a handy go-to guide for home cooks looking for
inspiration with international cuisine in the home kitchen. This well-curated recipe collection
features favorites like tortilla soup and Mexican corn on the cob, regional specialties such as
shrimp pico de gallo from Oaxaca, and salsas featuring different flavor profiles. Each recipe
includes a helpful cooking or pairing note. Also included are special features on working with
chiles, making tortillas, and more. Lavish full-color photos throughout help bring this beloved
cuisine to life.
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The Country Cooking of Ireland
Finally available in paperback, Saveur Cooks Authentic Italian takes a new generation of
readers into the kitchens of Italy to sample pasta and risotto made the right way, fish and
shellfish dishes redolent of the sea, hearty treatments of meat and game, and tempting
desserts. Along the way, the traditions behind this wonderful cuisine are revealed, from a
seafood feast with a Venetian fishmonger to the secrets behind pesto in Genoa. Readers will
enjoy a lasagna-making lesson in Bologna and learn the lore of white beans in Tuscany.
Featuring award-winning writing, hundreds ofstunning color photographs, and more than 120
recipes, here is a celebration of the world's best-loved cuisine.

Saveur: Italian Comfort Food
The experts at America's Test Kitchen and National Geographic bring Italy's magnificent
cuisine, culture, and landscapes--and 100 authentic regional recipes--right to your kitchen.
Featuring 100 innovative, kitchen-tested recipes, 300 gorgeous color photographs, and 30
maps, this illustrated guide takes you on a captivating journey through the rich history of Italian
cuisine, region by region. Rich excerpts feature the origins of celebrated cheeses, the nuances
of different wine growing regions, the best farmer's markets in Venice, and more. Intriguing
prose illuminates key ingredients, from olive oil and how it's made to the various pasta shapes
of Northern Italy. In every region, the food experts at America's Test Kitchen bring it all home,
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with foolproof recipes for standout dishes as well as hidden gems: Piedmontese braised beef
in lustrous red wine sauce, crispy-custardy chickpea flour farinata pancakes from Genoa
(achieved without the specialty pan and wood-burning oven), and hand-formed rustic
malloreddus pasta of Sardinia that is a breeze to make.

Tasting Georgia
In The Country Cooking of Ireland, internationally acclaimed food and travel writer Colman
Andrews brings to life the people, countryside, and delicious food of Ireland. Fast emerging as
one of the world's hottest culinary destinations, Ireland is a country of artisanal bakers,
farmers, cheese makers, and butteries, where farm-to-table dining has been practiced for
centuries. Meticulously researched and reported, this sumptuous cookbook includes 250
recipes and more than 100 photographs of the pubs, the people, and the emerald Irish
countryside taken by award-winning photographer Christopher Hirsheimer. Rich with stories of
the food and people who make Ireland a wonderful place to eat, and laced with charming
snippets of song, folklore, and poetry, The Country Cooking of Ireland ushers in a new
understanding of Irish food.

The Food of Oman
One of the Best Cookbooks of the Year as chosen by The Guardian, BookRiot, The Kitchn,
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KCRW, and Literary Hub A dazzling celebration of Palestinian cuisine, featuring more than 80
modern recipes, captivating stories and stunning travel photography. Yasmin Khan unlocks the
flavors and fragrances of modern Palestine, from the sun-kissed pomegranate stalls of Akka,
on the coast of the Mediterranean Sea, through evergreen oases of date plantations in the
Jordan Valley, to the fading fish markets of Gaza City. Palestinian food is winningly fresh and
bright, centered around colorful mezze dishes that feature the region’s bountiful eggplants,
peppers, artichokes, and green beans; slow-cooked stews of chicken and lamb flavored with
Palestinian barahat spice blends; and the marriage of local olive oil with earthy za’atar, served
in small bowls to accompany toasted breads. It has evolved over several millennia through the
influences of Arabic, Jewish, Armenian, Persian, Turkish, and Bedouin cultures and
civilizations that have ruled over, or lived in, the area known as ancient Palestine. In each
place she visits, Khan enters the kitchens of Palestinians of all ages and backgrounds,
discovering the secrets of their cuisine and sharing heartlifting stories.

Saveur: Essential Soups & Stews
An enduringly popular collection of beloved dishes from around the world featuring classic and
easy-to-cook recipes When it was first published in 1985, The Good Food was one of the first
cookbooks devoted to the celebration of the best-loved and most satisfying essentials of
casual cuisine and, more than thirty years later, it has remained a classic in its genre. Drawing
on the diverse cooking traditions of the Americas, Italy, France, India, Morocco, and the Middle
East, Daniel Halpern and Julie Strand bring together almost two hundred recipes, including not
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only the quintessential examples of each cuisine, but also unusual dishes that provide
surprising gastronomic rewards. The book features international staples such as Gazpacho
and Jambalaya, as well as unexpected delights—Bobotie; Lamb Stew with Eggplant, Saffron,
and Ginger; and Penne with Black Olive Puree and Ricotta. The Good Food puts the emphasis
where it belongs: on the pleasure of preparing—and eating—excellent and timeless dishes.

Saveur New American Comfort Food
Bright flavors. Fresh and healthful. These are not words we typically associate with German
cuisine. But this beautifully packaged cookbook is not quite traditional. Featuring 100 recipes
for familiar food re-envisioned to reflect the way we eat now, German Cooking Now celebrates
fresh vegetables, grains, herbs, and spices as obsessively as it does pork, pretzels, and beer.
Chefs Jeremy and Jessica Nolen share recipes from their family table, inspired by their travels
in Germany. Slow-braised meats, homemade pickles and preserves, hand-cut noodles, and
vegetables every which way—the recipes in German Cooking Now are entirely true to their
roots, yet utterly unique. More than 40 full-color photographs and creative recipes for every
meal occasion will satisfy food lovers far and wide.

Saveur Easy Mexican
From the editors of America’s favorite culinary magazine, SAVEUR: Essential Soups & Stews
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features more than 80 recipes from the magazine’s archives and editors paired with enticing
full-color photography, sidebars, and more. With a masterful selection of soups and stews that
celebrate the brand’s authority, heritage, and culinary wealth, this cookbook is for everyone
who relishes cooking home to SAVEUR’s standard of excellence. These authentic, diverse,
and from-the-source recipes feature a range of techniques and cuisines and will inspire home
cooks everywhere. Sample Contents Asian-style soups Chili Chilled soups Chowders Fruit
soups Grain-based soups & stews Pureed soups Soups with pasta, couscous & noodles Stews
Vegetarian soups & stews These authentic and diverse easy-to-follow recipes, combined with
the editor’s top tips, will help you churn out delicious soups all year long.

The Best Soups in the World
100 Delicious and Easy Recipes for Comforting Soups, Healing Broths, Game Day Chilies, and
More! Super Easy Soups and Stews offers 100 ridiculously easy recipes for all your favorite
soups, stews, chilies, chowders, and more. Whether you like to prepare dinner on the stovetop
or in your slow cooker, Instant Pot, pressure cooker, Dutch oven, or Ninja Foodi, there are
plenty of delicious options here. Find recipes such as: Meatball Tortellini Soup Baked Potato
Soup Egg Drop Soup Beef and Black Bean Chili Chickpea Chili Harvest Corn Chowder
Mushroom Stew And more! These recipes use ingredients that are inexpensive and easy to
find at your local grocery store. You'll also find helpful ideas for freezing soups, time-saving tips
for prepping ingredients, and handy substitutions to customize soups to your tastes and dietary
needs.
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Bad Manners: The Official Cookbook
Since its publication in 1985, Madhur Jaffrey's A Taste of India has become the definitive
Indian cookbook and is now reissued in a reduced-format paperback edition. Madhur Jaffrey
uses her vast knowledge and descriptive skills, together with a wealth of superb photographs
to set the foods of her homeland in their regional context. A Taste of India is a magnificent
book, spiced with anecdotes and personal reminiscences, which conveys all the colour and
diversity of India's rich culinary heritage. From the mountains of northern Kashmir she has
selected a sweet pumpkin and walnut chutney that is served at wedding banquets; from the dry
plains of western Saurashtra a deliccious savoury cake made from a batter of rice and split
peas. Dishes like these, together with many other sweets, snacks, breads, roasts, skcwered
kebabs and pilafs, form an exhaustive collection of recipes that will satisfy the most
experienced cook and enthusiastic beginner alike.

Zaitoun: Recipes from the Palestinian Kitchen
Describes major foods and ingredients, cooking, typical meals, eating out, special occasions,
and diet and health in Eurasia.

A Taste of India
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Never before has there been a cookbook that encompasses the whole world of Latin American
cooking. Elisabeth Ortiz is the first to introduce to Americans the entire range of this splendid
cuisine, selecting out the vast territory that stretches from Mexico to Chile the mast exciting
foods of each region. She gives us full complement of dishes, from hors d’oeuvres to desserts,
a feast of master recipes with hundreds of subtle variations that reflect the different cooking
styles of South America’s rich coastal areas, high mountainous regions, and boundless fertile
plains. Among the enticing appetizers are “whims and fancies,” the tiny filled tortillas from
Mexico; from Colombia, crisp green plantain chips; from Ecuador, fresh bass seviche; from
Guatemala, oyster seviche; from Chile and Argentina, hot, flaky turnovers, patties, and little
pies, each succulently stuffed. For a fish course: red snapper in tangerine sauce from Brazil;
escabeche, oil-and-vinegar-dressed fish from Peru; shad fillets in coconut milk from Colombia;
or salt cod in chili and almond sauce from Mexico… Among the meats and poultry: from
Argentina, veal stew bakes in a huge squash; from Peru, fresh ham with ground annatto and
cumin, as well as roast lamb and kid in creamed garlic and mint from Mexico, veal in pumpkin
seed sauce; from Brazil, the exuberant national dish, feijoada, with its several meats (from
hocks to pig’s tails), black beans, and manioc meal; pickled chicken from Chile; drunken
chicken from Argentina; and the moles (poultry sauced in chilies and chocolate) that are the
glory of Mexican kitchens. There’s a fresh new array of vegetables dished to brighten the
table—peppers, tubers, greens, blossoms and beans. And salads of hearts of palms, Jerusalem
artichokes, cactus (it comes in cans), and rooster’s beak (or familiarly, jícama). With her keen
palate and wide knowledge of Latin American cookery, Mrs. Ortiz add to the savor of the
recipes by tracing the culinary strains that make up the exciting amalgam of flavors— Spanish,
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Portuguese, African, with hints of Middle Eastern influences, as the mingles with the
indigenous cooking of Maya, Aztec, and Inca civilizations. For more than twenty years she has
been unraveling the mysteries of the exotic culinary tradition, making fascination new
discoveries as she explored all parts of South America, visiting marketplaces, talking to local
cooks, and sampling the specialties of different regions. Here, then, is the harvest of that
search— the food itself, uncomplicated to prepare, tantalizing in its variety of flavors, fun to
serve, and infinitely satisfying to savor; a whole new repertory of colorful dishes that will
awaken even the most knowledgeable cooks to new delights.

The Good Food
From the editors of America's favorite culinary magazine, SAVEUR Best Cookies showcases
50 recipes for classic baked delights from around the world. Drawing on favorite and hallmark
cookies from around the world—such as French butter cookies, Swedish-style Christmas
cookies, and Baci Di Dama from Italy—as well as go-to goodies like gingersnaps and thin and
chewy chocolate chip cookies, this iconic collection will appeal to every home cook. These
treats are perfect for holiday sharing, either as gifts or party fare, as well as everyday snacks
and desserts, sure to satisfy cravings and earn praise from all who enjoy them. Full-color
photos throughout help bring these beloved confections to life.

Flour, Too
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The ultimate soup cookbook-from James Beard Cookbook of the Year award-winning author
Clifford Wright Soup is an affordable, popular dish the world over. In The Best Soups in the
World, renowned food scholar and cookbook author Clifford Wright compiles the globe's most
delicious soups into a single collection, exploring the history and cultural significance of each
recipe along the way. Perfect for cooks at any level of experience, the book includes traditional
American and thrilling international flavors alike-from Old-Fashioned Chicken Noodle to Thai
Mushroom and Chile to Mexican Roasted Poblano and Three Cheese to Tuscan White Bean.
A great value-features 300 recipes in an affordable, beautiful paperback format Clifford Wright
is a highly-respected cookbook author who has won the James Beard Cookbook of the Year
Award and the James Beard Award for Best Writing on Food The perfect soup cookbook for
anyone who loved Wright's highly acclaimed casseroles cookbook Bake Until Bubbly The Best
Soups in the World presents exciting, enticing, easy-to-prepare recipes using common, easy-tofind ingredients-perfect for budget-conscious cooks whose tastes know no boundaries.

A Beautiful Bowl of Soup
Features more than one thousand recipes from around the world, including such offerings as
deviled eggs with smoked trout, oyster po'boy, crispy Chinese roast pork, spicy Tunisian fish
stew, and cardamom-buttermilk pie.

Saveur: The New Classics Cookbook
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Presents a collection of recipes for a variety of stews that are made with beef, veal, lamb, pork,
fish, poultry, and vegetables.

Essentials of Classic Italian Cooking
A New York Times Bestseller Winner of the James Beard Award for General Cooking and the
IACP Cookbook of the Year Award "The one book you must have, no matter what you’re
planning to cook or where your skill level falls."—New York Times Book Review Ever wondered
how to pan-fry a steak with a charred crust and an interior that's perfectly medium-rare from
edge to edge when you cut into it? How to make homemade mac 'n' cheese that is as
satisfyingly gooey and velvety-smooth as the blue box stuff, but far tastier? How to roast a
succulent, moist turkey (forget about brining!)—and use a foolproof method that works every
time? As Serious Eats's culinary nerd-in-residence, J. Kenji López-Alt has pondered all these
questions and more. In The Food Lab, Kenji focuses on the science behind beloved American
dishes, delving into the interactions between heat, energy, and molecules that create great
food. Kenji shows that often, conventional methods don’t work that well, and home cooks can
achieve far better results using new—but simple—techniques. In hundreds of easy-to-make
recipes with over 1,000 full-color images, you will find out how to make foolproof Hollandaise
sauce in just two minutes, how to transform one simple tomato sauce into a half dozen dishes,
how to make the crispiest, creamiest potato casserole ever conceived, and much more.
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Souping
The celebrated food magazine’s comprehensive cookbook features more than 1000 recipes
from across the globe plus techniques, tips, stories, and more. Saveur magazine’s depth of
worldwide culinary knowledge is put on full display in this indispensable guide for everyone
who relishes the Saveur standard of excellence. With authentic, from-the-source recipes for
virtually every type of dish, as well as a range of cooking techniques and practical advice, The
New Classics Cookbook offers a comprehensive foundation for any home cook looking for
fresh ideas and daily inspiration. This volume also includes suggested menus for holidays and
occasions; sidebars that showcase groups of ingredients (such as the Mexican pantry, different
varieties of tomatoes, and what makes a good tagine); easy-to-follow instructions for
techniques (like how to crimp a dumpling or fold an empanada); and two sections of gorgeous
full-color photographs that bring the cuisine to life. Each recipe includes a headnote explaining
the origin of the dish, offering suggestions for perfecting the method, or a serving suggestion.
There are illustrations and cook’s notes, as well as icons marking vegetarian dishes and other
helpful information at a glance. With multiple indexes making it easy to find recipes for any
occasion, The New Classics Cookbook is the new essential reference for the discerning home
cook.

Tasting Italy
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The mega-bestseller with more than 1.5 million readers that is soon to be a major television
series "The novel buzzes with the energy of numerous adventures, love affairs, [and] twists of
fate." --The Wall Street Journal He can't leave his hotel. You won't want to. From the New York
Times bestselling author of Rules of Civility--a transporting novel about a man who is ordered
to spend the rest of his life inside a luxury hotel. In 1922, Count Alexander Rostov is deemed
an unrepentant aristocrat by a Bolshevik tribunal, and is sentenced to house arrest in the
Metropol, a grand hotel across the street from the Kremlin. Rostov, an indomitable man of
erudition and wit, has never worked a day in his life, and must now live in an attic room while
some of the most tumultuous decades in Russian history are unfolding outside the hotel's
doors. Unexpectedly, his reduced circumstances provide him entry into a much larger world of
emotional discovery. Brimming with humor, a glittering cast of characters, and one beautifully
rendered scene after another, this singular novel casts a spell as it relates the count's
endeavor to gain a deeper understanding of what it means to be a man of purpose.
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